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PREFACE 
-------
'!his thectss as submitted, cor1sists of' two pa:rt~H (1) an a<:H.;ount ot" the 
development of' th@ Curing Index, a.">td (2) a mimeograplwd report ·which eonst1tu.tes 
the laboratory dat..f'l and theory on whfoh the Curing. Index is based. :tt also 
:i.ncludos considerable dstm. and facts on out-bael:,; in addition t:i th.e Curing 
lnd~x. '.i.'he mi:rneog:raph$d report was published in the Journal of Asphalt Tech-
:nology, Volume 2. Jio. 6, 1943., and v,as the first a.nnouncemen:t or a. method fo:r 
controlling the m:::.:ring; speed of cut-backs. '1:he data presented rer,>:rasents 
possib1y ten per cent or the data eolleoted in attempting to salve our problem. 
All of this work was done in tho 'I'axas Eighwa,y Depar·t:nent. tiost of the v,ork 
was done personally by the v.ri tar. Assistance rendered included labor01.tory tests 
by Mr. LL K .. luoore., Mr. t. L. Wallace, and several others h1 the Asphalt 
Laboratory at Austin, Texas. Mr. A.. C. Love rendered valuable ass:lstsrme i:u 
writing the original published report .• 
The work began vi;hile IJr. E. B. Cape was materials engineer of the Texas 
liig,hway Departn:-ent. At the time of the eornpletlon o,f' the initial phase. 
Jlfr. R •. J. Jl'.ank was materials engineer; ai--id. in aecorda .. nce vd th the coiwno:n prac-
tice in many highway <lepa:rtments, tho work: was :published under his nane, the 
11,riter being given due credit in tho f'irst porti(H.1 of the report. 
Possibly the most valuable assist~nce givon ths w:ri ter (H\me f'rom the 
the thao:ry and data developsd in the laboratory could. never have been 7ut in.to 
p:ract:i.oal use, and i·b would have been buried in. the filee. '1'h,:,se of' greatest 
assist:ance we:re 11r. E. V. Scott. r;renera.1 1,ffana~er,, Southwest Stone Company, Dallas,, 
Texas; Mr. Ir. S. T-Iudson 1 Teehnioal Representative, Serv-•tex Materials Company, 
rifew Braunfels. 'l'exas; 'Mr. :a. I. $coggin, Mari.ager, Research and Development., 
Anderson-J?riohard Corporation., Oklahoma City., Oklahoma; and Tu!r. Gu;-r Lott, 
District LfaJ.1ap;er, Texas Highv,a::,r Department, lbarillo, Texas. ?hny others., too 
numerous to mention, contributed toward making practical use of the theory 
developed 
V 
of the Creole Petroleum Company, Carucas,. Ver:.ezHela, who i1:1f'orJtH~d '11'3 'Jot our last 
meeting that it was hhi intention to introduce thic m2:thod of control into 
'mus, the author rnust diselai::n any- credit except tha:t vhfoh is due to tha 
development of th~ ideas and theories themselves. Tho rem.ainder or the c1~edit 
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The f'irst asphalt pa:g-emonts built in the United States were eompasad of a 
mixture of asphalt and stone, vmioh occurred as a natural depos:i.t. Host of 
this material came from Europe. 
make a paving ::i,ixture by coating hot agg;regat~ -:ri th hot a$phalt. The tirst 
asphalt used was taken from "asphalt lakes" where it occul"red as a na:tural 
deposit • 
.About 1900, pertroleum asphalts, obtained. from crude oil begn:n to replace 
natural asphalts. Petroleum acphalts have now rophwod natural asphalts in the 
United State~ almost completely. 
i'he f'irst petroleum asphalts 1ised v1er,1 "'lephal t cements .. ,i Asphalt cements 
are stiff, plastic materials at. ordina:ry temperatures. HoY.rever, they a.re thin 
enough to :mix vd.th stone at temperatures o:f' about 250°'.fl'. or higher and it is 
therefore necessary to heat both the stone and asphalt in mak::i:ng a mix. Also, 
this :mix must be kept hot u.."l.til it is placed on the road ar.d rolled to form 
the finished pavE:m1e:at. Upon eoolinr~, the asi,10.lt cement in the mix becomes 
hard, serving as a strong; binder for the stone. 
Eni;ineers soon learned thut the 0 thin:n.ing down" of tho asphalt cement, 
which had always been acrnomplished by hoat, e•::mld be accomplished in another 
thin solution of asphalt which could b::i mixed with stone at s.ir temyerature. 
and revert back to a hard as9halt. similar t{) the asphalt ce:meut from 1>1ihich it 
was made. Materials made by thinning do,m an l",sr->halt oement are termed 
'I'here wert.;1 many advantages in the, U$e ,of eut-baokt':' rend, their use became 
wide spread. Ur, until 1Sl32, thsre were about a8 1:1cmy typGs of as?halts as there 
ware engineers. !n 1932. the U. S. Bureau of Fubl:i.c, Roads (1fow tho Public .lfo:adf! 
A.dministration) in cooperation with th,g hsp11alt Institute set up specifications 
tor four "Rapid Curing" and five 't:'1Iedium Guringn cutbacks. These were later 
modified 1:n 1939 to include six rapid curing and six: medium curing cut-hacks. 
These speci:f'lcattons are now in ecmmon use. 
"Rapid" and u:Mediumn are supposed to rf.:lf'er to the curing rate of the 
material. The euring properties (or curir1r; rate) of cut-hacks has ah.rays been 
their most trouble·$01:<1e :feature,, particularly prior to 194.0,, baf'ore any meaus 
existed f'or measuring the curing rate. 
During the late thirties,. che Texas Highway Department began using a cer-
tain cold-mix,, terraed Item 309-M1, in large volu.,1n0, and it is s"l:;ill being; used 
in considel'*able quantity. Briefly, it is a. mi:cture of crushed stone, :r>£tnt;ing 
i'rom a top shi:ll of 1/2" do,m to dust and RC-2 (Fapid Curing No. 2) Cut-liack. 
The cut-back is or such viscosit:y that it ms.y be mixed with the stone at about 
125°F. If the cut-hack used has the proper curine; prop':'lrties, the mix will stay 
workable .t'o:r aev0r.~.1 days and hence it rJ.ay be S\hipped by gondola oa:r or truck to 
sites distantly located frora the mixinc; plant~ :tt is usually shipped by gondola 
oar and is produced by three or four :materinls companies in. Texas and Oklahoma. 
1f,Jhen the mix ar:ri·ges on the job, it is unloaded and placed on the road,, 
•Nhere it is aerated, usually by means of a blade g:rad,Jl"~ until the ar,phnlt has 
".st:iff'enedH by curing, to a point th.at wi11 furnish adequate binding power to 
produce a stable pavement. It is then rolled. a..nd f'orms an excellent pavami:mt, 
provided proper construction procedures have been followed. 
All too f'rE~<1uently, this r.d.x nbackfire<l. 11 t,ome of tho mixes would nse-t upn 
in the car during transit to such an extent that it would. be necessary to unload 
3 
th(~ 
,0uri::J.;g; ... sp11,ed cv'las by ths results of i::t d;!.stillfltion which ·wo..::; a part of the speci-
f'ioations. Unfortunately, visual inspeot:ton of' the d.istilfo:tinn results gave 
only the vaguest idei1 as to the curinr; speed. The:lr onJ.y value lay in the fact 
the.t the boiling range, or average boilinc point of a cut•ba.ck, decreased at'! tht!l 
curing speed of' 'the cut•back increased. Many arbi tra.ry :methods for interpreting 
th~ distil11J.tion results were nr'.)pM@d, but all of thsnn were disappointin:~ when 
applied. 
Due to the many advantarc~eft; of' this cold•mix~ it was highly desirous to 
overcome the ditfieulties mentioned above. J:n 1940,. the problem had reached 
such importance that it was decided to perfor,n. a;;i. investigation which would 
attempt to solve the curing problem for thesa m:tr.:es.. This pro,jeet was assigned 
to the v,ri tor .. 
~va.:poration Curves. A i·.rnt-bac:tk: cures bena11se the thinner (naphtha in the 
case o.f RC-2) evaporates, prl'.>gresdvoly thkk@nint; the asphalt whieh remains. 
Yfonee the t)Toblem consisted largely in a study of avaporatlon o:t"' l:iquide. 
After an exhaustive sur-vey of :the li tera:tur0 ~ :t t was found that several 
investigators had provod the validity of an equation derived on a purely 
4 
to several physical eonatants or a liquid. The equation follows: 
Where; 
(1) N • 
a DP (P ... _::.) 
- al """c--RTx . 
Pol'ii 
N4 • Evap.oration rate. mols per second p1r sq. con. 
Pai• Partial pressure of vapor at liquid surface mm Hg. 
'!!at' Partial pressure of vapor at distance X from liquid surface 
mm. Ug .. 
P = The log mean of the va?or fJr~ssure of tho air between the Bli 
surfa.oe and point X above tho surf'aoe. 
P. = Total pressure, :mm Eg. 
R = Gas constant 
T = Absolute tempara~~re °K 
X = Effective stagnant film thickness of air above 11guid surfaee 
This equati0-n contains so mn.ny variables t.nat it is not practical for act11a.l 
applioa.ti.on. However. George s. Ga.rdner3 showed that it eould 'be modified to the 
f'ollowing form without appreciable error. 
Where: E = 
k I),: 
°" = R = 
T = 
'B = 
X = 
D = 
-irl h • 
p -
(2) E = k(D1Mp} 
Eva~ration rate grams/hr .. /sq. em. 
o( fi'l'? 
proporttona.Uty oonstant 
gas eonsta.'lt -- cc/atmospheres 
absolute temperature 0 tc 
Total pressure atmosJh0res 
Effective thickness of film. em. 
Diffusion coefficient at P = 1 
r&>leoular wei(!',ht of evaporating liquid 
Vapor pressure or liquid, mn IIg. 
Under·eonstant conditions of air flow and temparatura k will be constant in 
equation (2). Also for c-hemically similar liquids (light pErerolaum hydrocarbons),, 
D may be expected 'tlo :re:nain essentially constant. U the vapor pressure is 
expressed in 11V1n2 instead of' mm of J!Ig. • another constant will he introduced. 
Also, if' the surface area be kept constllnt. the evaporation rate may be expres~ed 
as 1;/hr .. , by multiplying .E in eqc,1tion (2) by a consta..'1.t. If all these construits 
are combined into one constant. k 1 • we may now rewrite equation (2). 
Vl;ltere: Ii: 
M 
k' 
p 
• 
= 
.. 
= 
evaporation rate %/hr. 
molecular weight of liquid 
con.stant 
vapor pr,,H1sure 1;/in. 2 
5 
I~quation (Z) was assumed by the 'Wl"iter to a.pply to the eva:poration rt\te of 
a pure liquid. cot1ted on a dafinit0 weight of a definite stone at fixed condi-
tions of te:rnperature and air flow.. In spite of' ·l:;h.e simpli:f:"ica.tions involved, 
theoretical considerations indicated that the error due to simplification would 
r)e negligible._ 
?ollowinr; is an account of the manner in which e qua ti on ( 3) was utilized to 
time 
of cut-backs urH'ier set condi t:l.ons. 
Briefly, thfJ di.stillation on a cut-back :ls performed as follows: The eut; .. 
back is placed in a flask cci; taining a ther1:JO:m'3te:n~, the flask in 0onnected to a 
c011denser and the thinnar is distilled from the flask: into a 100 ::nl waduate. 
As ~he distillation of the material in the f'huik inct'eases, x·eiadin,~s of the 
374, 437, 500, 600, and 680. 
The l"EH,ults of an Il:G-2 distU.htion are sho11m in Table lJo. I. 
0 Temp.. F. 
Ini i;ial Boiling Point 
320°F., 
347 
S74 
437 
500 
600 
680 
Table No. l 
% by Volume 
Distilled Over Fraction 1fo. 
-'""'-~---------------"""'"'--·-·----3')8 
.a 
2.0 
6.0 
lS.5 
17 _.3 
19.5 
21.0 
.s 
1.2 
4.() 
1.6 
3.8 
2.0 
1.7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
'l 
----------------·------···-----~------~---------
Equation (3) applies to a pure liquid with a ,;iv~n consturrt hoilin€~ point. 
It may be seen that the above distillation doG5 not re9:rese:ot a pure liquid by any 
0 
meeu1s,, but instead has a boiling range of 372 F. Equation (3) vmuld therefore 
represent an instantaneous evaporation rate at a point and would have to be 
expressed as a differential. 
V = 
t :z: 
k' = 
M "' 
p .. 
(4) dv = k'Mp 
dt 
volume - % 
time in hours 
constant 
molecular weight 
vapor pressure #/in. 2 
From laboratory eurves, approximate mathematical equations ma.y be set up 
with M, p and v expressed in terms of the boiling point. The expression may then 
be integrated to give the total time required for the cut-back to evaporate to a 
given point~ i~ However, such a procedure proved to be entirely unpractical, due to 
the necessity of' obtaining equations from curves and also because the integrated 
expression was far too bulky to handle. Hence the follo-wing method of analysis 
was used. 
The liquid coming over between any two given boiling points was considered 
as a pure liquid with average vapor pressure px and average molecular weight M. 
:x: 
The vapor pressure px was obtained f'rom the Cox Chart,. which is a plot or 
temperature against vapor pressure for hydrocarbons of given boiling points. The 
vapor pressure at a temperature of 140°F. was chosen, because this is a maximum 
road temperature for asphalt pavements. The approximate molecular weight was 
determined on the individual fractions of naph't;ha from a number of cut-backs and 
an average obtained for each fraction. 
Applied in this manner~ equation (4) becomes 
,f S:ee Appendix for i:rltegration procedure. 
? 
Expressing the reciprocal of k' as K, the ·time required for a given fraction 
to evaporate will be 
(6) 
Th.a ti~ T.- required.. for the out.-baek to evapor,ate to any given point will be 
("!) t = K 
refers to the final fr11etion which may be, e.nd usually is, only a· pf)rtion of one 
of the fractions as sho1.m in. Table I. 
L,\SORATORY CO}!PIRUAT!Otl OF EQUA.TIOlt (7) 
Since a 11 of the above is theory.. it vrae necessary to make laboratory tests 
to see if' equation {7) yielded results of' sufficient acoura.cy f'or practical 
application. This was done by running evaporation tests on mixes with 19 different 
cut•baeks, of f'ering a wide rang.e in type and ouring properties. 
The detailed procedure for ma.king these t19sts is given in Curing of C'ut-13aek 
"-'. - -- . ' 
Asphalts, by R. J. Hank, 4 under ttAppendix." Brief'ly, they wE>rei made as i'ollovnu 
A mix v.ras made with exactly G.~ of cut-back, employing 200-grams of' lime• 
stone aggregate in a 6 o~:;. ointment can. 'l'.h$ grading 0£ the aggregate ls given 
below. 
Pa.ssin~ Retained Per Cent 
·1/2" s/on 14.10 
3/8'* 1/411 15.90 
1/4" li) 30.00 
l.O 20 15.36 
20 30 4.12 
30 40 3.41') 
40 50 4.16 
50 GO 1.92 
ao 10 2.48 
,80 100 0.68 
100 200 1.;92 
200 5.95 
Total 
-
100.00 
'fhe mix was made at l40°F. and plati,ad 02 1'i.l. i.,,,;,l"nta.blt'l in a 140°P. oven.. At 
intervsls it th"& n-dx vras taken out eJ1d w,3ighed ~o detsrmine the loss in VH~ight due 
to evaporation of the volatilo thinner 1n the cut-baok. This weir;ht was determ.ined 
quickly and the mix immediately t)laeod back in th~ oven. Ths loss of' volatiles 
in % by volume~ based on t,he. original cut-back, we.s cnlculo.wd for each. time 
interval. From the dats. a cttrYe of time in hours plotted against;'!~ loss by volU1ne 
was ~de for ea.eh cut-ba.ok. 'l'ypioal otwves are shown as dotteli lines in Figura L 
of' the attached article. T'i:1e solid curves were thooa obtained by use of 
equatfon (7), with .K "" 10. K was obtained. by eompnring the actual evar;ioration 
curves with the theoretical ones obtain~d from equa.t:ton (7). The theoretical 
curves were first plotted wtth r< • 1. It vras then a simple :mntter to obtain an 
average value of' K by oocilparison of the ac,tual and the theoretical curves. This 
value proved to be 10. 
11.eoording t::, the assumptions em1hyad :tn deriving equation (7),, the ?roduet 
Mp is a consta:'l.t f'o:r any gi van distillation fraction. 'I.'hesa were ~alculatsd for 
a:,,1 the f'raotions that '1.1.11 be required in ap;:>ly:ixi.f; equa'bicrn (7) e.n1 are show.n in 
Table 3 of the attaohed rtrti,ele. 
Aetually, tho cur:tn.g ".>f a cut-bMk m1;ty b,::1 d-efined as the increase in eon• 
siste:ney of' a out-back due to the loss or its vo la.tile thinner. Thus, any curve 
which purports t" represent the1 curin~ charaeterisM.cs of a cut-bac'< should be a 
pbt of time against consistency. Such curves ,•;ere obt.aJned as follo,1s: 
Consistency C~. By consistency we :mean the nthickness 11 or viseosi ty or 
a material. The i',mda:ment.s.l unit of viscosity is the poise which is the ideal 
measure of ;fir.rnosit.y. Another methnd commonly use,d for cut•bac1,rs is Furol-&\ybolt 
Viscosimeter. It would have been desirable to employ the Fu:rol viscosi 'by in 
mo.king our consistency curves, but it wo.s impractical due to the wide rau~e of 
v:tseosi.ty represented. by the cut;-back front the initial to the f'inal cured-out 
state. .11.nother test was employed, known as the float test. Tho method obtaining; 
seconds, the viseosity inereasing ,ti.th al'J. incrGat::e in time, expressed as seeonds. 
Briefly .. the test consists of pcnirint;:; the mrtorin.1 into a small cup about ·the 
size of a thimble, ·which is open at both eDds, a.t't;,J.chin::; this cup to a float,' 
which holds tho crn,> s1.rnp0:m:lad i.n water, rind dbserving the ot:t"w requir"1d .f.'or the 
water to push the asphalt out of' the eup. 
0 tlurves of float tests at 122 F. aguinet pa:r cent volatUes of by volur:z: 7JO'l'e 
obtained as followsI 
The out-back wn.s subjected to the AS'EM D-402 distillation but the ilhd:;illa-
ti.on was stopped afto:r a :sma.11 amount had distilled over. The volume which ha-i 
distilled over v:as reeorded. A float test was made on the residUi3' in the 
distilla:tio.n which remained in the distiUr:i.t:ion flask. This procedure was 
repee.ted three more times., re'"'lovb1g a little larger volume of' the dis ti 11-ation 
each time. From this data., curves of float tests against distillate removed were 
plotted as shov.m. in Figure 2 of the attached article. 
£?ring Curves. It Ylill be observed that f"igure 1 and Figure 2 are plotted 
using a cormnon ordinate., namely the volatiles removed. l3y use of these ctn~·ves., 
a new eurva m!ly be plotted in each oase whieh will have float test as the ordirw.te 
volatiles off is 3-1/2. hours. Prom Fist1r0 1~, th1:i float test at 1(1,{ volatiles o.f'f 
is 30. Three ruad one-half and 30 a.re the coordinates for a point on the curing 
curve shown .in Figure 3.. !n this way, ns many- coordinates a.R r:lesirod are f'otmtl 
a.nd a smooth curve :i.s constructed. This :r•;}present:s a true cur:i.ng curve, because 
it shows th~ increase ir1 eonsi.steney with time. 
Gurin~ Index. :By use of considerable correlative data, it 1,•,rae:. ea'l:;0.blished 
that the 509-tl cold mix {mentloned prev:lously a.s being vddely used h:; 1.roxa$) was 
satisfaetor:Uy cured YviHm the aspht1,lt h1 the mix had reached '.l .float test at 
1n 
is no such thing as a dg:f'inito cured-out: point fo:r crnt-baolrn,. as this will vary 
with the type of mix, grading, tmc1. otho:r" factors. Howe-ver, this mu: of little 
curing characterietice of c,1t-back:s under set conditions. We th1qreE'ore dHcided 
to ea.11 thmi nu.m1;ar o.f hours required fo'I" ·tho mater:i.al t'.'.:l cure bo 120 S,'.)conds 
float tsst at 122°F. as the C,trin1; Index. '.l'his timo was determ:i~ed by applica ... 
t.ion of equation ( 7). 'i'he justif':ication for this "ms we11 established by· a 
tabulatfon of the re.':'ult'S or the Cu.rin~ Index as obtained frnm actu~1..1 ev~.por,doo 
curves and from the theoretical curves obtair...od from equat:ton ( ?) • :i'hia -'cable is 
shown on Pag;e 4 -of the atte.ched article. Obse:r·va.tion of' the curves in :b'igure 5 
show that they a!):;:,roaC'!h a .straight, line and ha:rv:;;e, the cured-out polnt, which 
miiht vary from liJO to 14•1 seeonds float test. undor various co,1ditlons is not of 
great importance. '.l.'hi.s is because th,'.'J ratio~ of t:he curing tinv:rn ;dll not ·v'fJ!.ry 
ereatly befa1em:1 a set .:,f cu-f:;~backs, ree;arr11,:lf,: nf ,rhere the cured-out ;;mint is 
taken over the r&nf,:e w.entionod. 
~o far as the wrii:;ar trras concerned~ the ::11.rin;; :::ndex was only one feature 
of the curing curves and in order to predict the behavior of a cut-ba-:-;k under a:ny 
condition. it ·would be necessary -to have the curing; curve and mo.ts observations 
over its entire :ra,."lgs. The manner in which th>1.HH:l observe. tions are made and their 
sig;nifieanee is eo,rered in the attached article under Flash-off During; Mixing and 
Control of the Flash-off 2o:bt and the Cu:rinr~~· However, for aomo ratHion, 
thos~l engaged i:n the ::a.nu1\•icture of a5phaltc:: ttnd as:,halt mixes have never r,:one 
~eyond the ue.~ of ·the Curing Index. It has b.9911 so@31;<;hat ot' a surprise to the 
writer that control of the Curing Index alone has l"esul ted in considerable benefit 
to them in controlliug: their products. It is hoped that a.t soma fu-cure date that 
the as?hr1lt industry in general will made more complete use of such curves whether 
·they be those developed by the w:ri ter or by scnr:.e other :n@t!.'1.o,1. 
11 
Shortly after the paper on the cu:ring of co:t-bMk aspha1 ts was pt ... bB.shed, one 
of the larg~r producers or eold•mix material in Taxar. and Oklahama. b&q;a1:1 s9eei-
fying his 0·1rt-bitcks on the basis of the Curing Index. 1'1.t the time he began doing; 
this we had versr lit'tl@ correlative in:f'or:matinn as to what r:9:nges of Curing Indexes 
should be adopted in sp:scdfying out-backs ror a speeifie purpose. As a result of 
th.is producer• s investigations, it -,rms .found that a cut-back with a Curing Index 
of ari:H1nd }35 was ldeal for cold mix work.. It wns definitelJr established that 
curing ind.exes below 20 were almost sure to cause the mix to set up in the ear;, 
whereas, curing indexes above $0 always required a,rcessiva blading to rem.ave enough 
of the volatiles to cure the mix out properly. The work or this producer was 
followed by others in Texas and it was found that little or no difficulty was 
e.xperieneed .. nth the mixes as lone; as the Curing Index maintained between 25 and 
45. '.i.''hese ha.vo :now become falrly well accepted W:J.lu.es for HC-2 out-backs for 
general use. Jobs done in west Texas indicated. that it Wt..E: ::tdvantageo:iei. for sool 
ooat work, to employ cu.'t-backs of' a c,r,:ni:n:.rativ6!ly low curing index. No limits 
were ever established,. but it appearod that the ideal rane;e would be about 10 to 
25. U.n£ortunately, no correlative work has ever been don.o ,,ri.th blade :rnixa~, rut it 
appears logical that the ideal range for a bla.de mix usin13; RC-2 would be 'from 
about 45 to 6D • 
. After the use of the Curlr,g Index had becom;s fairly common n.::iong the cold mix 
produeers in 'I'o,ias, some of the oil companies adopted the policy of' adjusting 'bhe 
curing index on their out-backe to about 35. Aoco:rdin;J; to verbal information rrom 
some of the refinerc, this eliminated many of' the complaints ·tbs,;!; they had with 
cut-backs. About one year aft.er the article Cttrin_g; ?f' Gut ... Back Asphalts appearedi, 
two other methods were propo;sed f'or measuring tho cur in{; ·!;inw o.f cut-backs.. One 
was developed by ]';.,fr. F. u. Hveem of the California. Department of Highways; the 
other by lllr •. August Holmes of' the li;sso Corporation. In recent years, ths asphalt 
12 
industry has been i.nereazinr~ly conseioum of {;he fact t-hat they nust have some 
mtmerical measure of' the Gu.ring speod o:r t;hG curing tirn0 of cut•;1aoks. ffomc.g, 
efforts have been made to standardize on soma rrethod. It agpears 11:b pr,sent ·that 
equipment a:r1d a.1so the time involved. 'I'he Asphalt !nst:i:tut<a is non conducting a 
surveJr among a lar16e n,.r'!lbe,:" or ls.l1t,ratories tn the United Sts;tes wJ:doh will yield 
compa:ra ti ve results on the Curing; Index: and the :method proposci:d by Mr. ITolm8~h-
It is prObable that one of ·these two meth<:;>dg w:Hl b~ adopted by the As!)halt Institute 
which should be overcome before it ts adopt(id as an Iimoriean Gociety of: :i:asting 
Hatt~r-:l.ds f}tandar.d rmd ! run convinced thl1:t it will 11ot b@ adopted by ths;t body 
until those improveme.nts arG made. The 111ain ob.jecticn is tho length of t:im.e 
required .for- obtaining the coru:dsten.cy eu.rve for ~,. out-back. The la.r ger s ta ta 
laboratories receive a£'l many as 6c) stt'Tiples of asph~l t in one day. UndtJI• present 
-testing requirementsi, this rerpresents about 8(1 me.n hours of 'Nork. For 60 out-
bac.ks, the det3rw-,ination of the consistency curves would require a.bout 60 man hours., 
so it ma:, be seen that it will 'be difficult to ever introduce such a mei;hod into 
the routirM~ tcsti.ng of cut-hack asz;ihalt1,l. Accordingly, the v.-'1":i:te:r has been gatheX""' 
ing inf'ormt:l(tion :fffl" the past few years in t.'1-i~ hope that some :method may be 
developed, i,;h:ioh will enablEl us to determine the cured-out point of a cut-back 
with reasQnabLs accuracy b;f means of theoretical cm1siderations involvi:ni~ only 
th,c\ teet13 v;hi.oh are run in routine "JJO:rlr. 
need for sorne method 11'ihich 1nill def'irdtely enable the engineer to ;:rredict the field 
behavi01 .. of a eut•back from simply obtained laborato'.i'"y :resulta. lt is quite 
possi,ble that the 1"lriter's metJ::od will n,J>·I:; hs thlf, b,;st a;::mroaeh. I have therefore 
maintained the position of' :p:-o:notin.g; c::m.trol of' this f,~ature by the method which 
13 
appears to be beat. rathei• than a promcrhion oi' x::;7 JWll /,1,c:thod. It is my hope that 
this questio.n will be settled within e. f:ew years. When it is,. we w:i.H ha:v'El made 
a great 6'tep forward in changing ar-,phalt technology f'-rom n.n art to a science., 
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Il~ TE GR.A TI OlJ OF' 
The following equation. (4) in t.he text~ is the basic eque.tian for obtaining 
the curini:; ti:o~ of eut-bs.cks. 
Where: V = 
t = 
K = 
u = 
p =· 
(4) dv = 
dt 
k' Mp a .'.!!2. 
K 
Volmne evaporated, % by volume 
Time in hours 
Constant {established as 10.0 under actual test conditions) 
tfolecular weil!;ht of naphtha e,raporatins at given insta:r1t 
Vapor pressure of residual. cut-back a.t given instar1t 
The quariti t;v desired is the time, t, required for a gi,r,m .rohune, V, to 
eve.porate under the actual evaporation test conditions. 8ee Page 1 of' appendix 
in attached report for detalls ot' the evaporation test. 
Brie.fly this is accomplished by expressing 1'..!, p, and dV in terms of x. the 
boiling point in the disti nation test. !11 applicat:lm1 the temperature Xf' 
e:orresponding to the desired volume Vf is substituted in the intag;r-ated expression 
to obtain the ti.me, t, required for evaporation of the given volume V • 
r 
E,mation for ·t;,. B~ use of thE,1 Cox Ghart, whioh 1.s a plot of va;H1r ;?ressure 
~-----,._..£.. i'I 
against temperature., a. curve ma.y be mad~ w:lth boilinr:: po:i.nt as thB ordinate and 
vapor pr~rnsure as the abscissa., for a f;iven tempera.tu.re. This curve is essentially 
a straight line on a. semi-log plot and a eurve co:ni>d;ructed f'or an evaporation 
tem.pera:ture of 140°F. was found to have the follmYing equation. 
(a) l = 10·01x • 2.8455 
p 
~.9uation f'or_ ~- A plot of the estimated molecular weight o·r the naphtha 
against the eut.-hael: boil:i.ng point vm,s round to ha.ve the following equation. 
(b) 11 0 10.oo0827X+ 1. 7585 
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Development of Eq:1-ation. If the distillation r3sults for a rapid curing 
cut-back are plotted on semi-log paper with ".:!oiling point., X, on the log scale 
', 
and volume distilled over V on the arith?J1etic scale., its approxi.mate equation 
over a given limited portion of the curve will ba i:l.e t·ollows. 
Where! 
(e) 
X = boiling point, op. 
loglO X.2 - log1tf1 (\7) + loe:H)ti 
V2 - Vl 
V = volume distilled over cc 
1~ V p and x2., V. are any points o:n a given straight line 
portion of2the curve 
t. = 'intercept of given straight line portion of curve at V = 0 1 -
For a given portion of the curve, the equation may be eJ:pressed as 
1/ifuere: 
(d) log10x = mV + k or V = log1(f - k 
m 
loglcf"l 
k = log10t 1 
Since Vis expressed. as a differential in equation (4).,. it is necessary to 
differentiate (d). 
(e) dv = l di' if . or dv = • 
Now, substituting; equations (a.)., (b)., and (e) in (4): 
dt = (K) o• 01X - 2•8453 ~ ff log1oed:x ~ . ~ J 0 .000827X+ 1. 7585 / ~. ti · 
= K 1100.0001n,x - 4.6038/ log e \'. - · 10 dx 
., MX 
.r 
= 
= 
= 
... 
Then 
(r) t • 
K • 10 
dt • 1.oa x ut4 . (e"o2112:) 
Il .... ----·-x-----
= .. 02112 
1.08 X 10-4 
M 
-4f i.o91. io ·· 1 ... + /.02112 M .. X 
m • 10'10 x2 ... logic xl 
_ V2 ... Vl 
l.QS X 10·•cv2 • V1) ri"&1oX (2.303) 
log10 ·~ L 
X1 
. •· ... •- . 
I .02112x ... f ... 0211n:2 •••• ~ . . . ·. . . - . 2 . . 3 
X 2 log ~· 10 l~;i..~ 
V - V 2 1 
·] 
·l 
2 5 + .. 02112x + (.02112:x)-- + (.02112:x:) • 
. .J 
-2 • 21 3 .. 31 
4. Rfiilk, R. J., Curinr or Cut-ca.ck Asphalts. tTour:nal of Asphalt Paving 
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CURING OF CUT-EACK . .ASPHALT 
Ey 1 
R, J. Hank 
SYNOPSIS 
Thia I5per describes an investigation from which 
an attempt iA mde to Q.6Velop a practical method by 
which the comI5rative curing speed of cut-back asphalts 
may be measured in numerical tvrms and thus providti a 
baeia for their selection when used in th& rtesign of 
aaphaltic · concr~te premixes. 
In the use of thEI proposed method the curing of a 
cut-back asphalt is dependent on the increase in 9onslst-
ency (o:r viscosity) due to the progreasive -lose .;bf 
volatile content, and a aeries of curves h~ve bec,n de-
veloped for application to RC and MC cµt-backa in which 
one ordinate represents consistency and the other ·time. 
INTRODUCTION 
The investigation described was brought about by the difficulty being 
experienced by producers in preparing plant mixes that could .be shipped -to a 
.project and arrive in a uondition wh~re they could .be unloaded without diffi-
~ulty and which, with a minimum of cur-ing time, could be rolled on thti road 
and · pr0<iucb a satisfactory :pavbment • . S.omE:J of the &arlif:Jr mixes set up in the 
cars and extreme difficulty was experienced in unloading them. In an attempt 
to correct this, the producers reached the other extreme in which the mix 
cured too slowly. 
In an attempt to solve the problem, Mr. J. R. ~Brtin, a Chemical Engineer 
with the ~ateriala and Testa Division of the TexaA Highway Department, began an 
investigation. This ~esulted in the development . of the method described. No 
claim is made that the method is the final answer to the problem because some 
of the assumptions may be- questioned. It ii.a offered as one method of approach 
that may be of use until a better method ia found. 
' ,-1 I 
MATER IA IS 
The first asphaltic materials used in the investigation were ten cut-
backs from six different sources. Six of these reached the laboratory for 
routine testing to determine whether they met the specifications for various 
const'?'Uction projects, and four were prep:ired in the laboratory. later, one 
1 
~te:riala and Teats Engineer, Texas Highway Department 
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of the asphalt producers furnished three RC and four MC cut-backs especially 
prepared for the investigation in order ·to complete the aeries of cut-backo 
commonly uaed. Teats of these were used as a check on the materials previously 
investigated. Table 1 of the APPENDIX shows the results from the analysE:is of 
all of these materials. These materials met the apecificationa givbn in Table 
2 of the Appendix. 
Aggregate material for the investigation was eecurbd from one of tha pro-
ducbrs who furnishes a large volumo of , pre~ix to the Department, It was pro-
ceea~d in the laboratory to meet the moat frGqu&ntly used grading rGquirements, 
this grading being giv~n in th~ APPENDIX. 
CURV1JS· 
The use of curves in the solution of the problem is naturally the easiest 
method of application, and the explenation below shows how these were developed. 
Evaporation Curves: 
The investigation was atarted w1.th the thought that p&rhape a simple 
bVaporation teat might be a method of control in the selection of :materials for 
cut-back asphaltic concrete mixes. As the work progressed, it became evident 
that the simplest 8pproach was by a .. teat in which the cut-back asphaltic concrete 
mixes were placed in an oven of constant temperature and the lose of volatileo 
determined at intervals of time. The plotting of data obtained in thio manner 
on various cut-backa resulted in the curves shown in Figures 1 and ·4 by the 
dotted lines. The method of teat · is given in the APPENDIX. ..; 
The time required for the evaporation tests was obje0tionable~ therefore, 
a formula was developed whereby the evaporation curves could .be approximated 
.with acceptablti accuracy. The development of this formula is giv&n in the 
APPENDIX and its results plotted as full lines 1n Figures 1 and 4. 
Conaistency Curves: 
Even 'before the ~omplet:i.bn of the evaporation teats, it1 was realized that 
the evaporation test alone would not give a complete indication of the curing 
characteristics of a cut.back, but that consistency in.ust be 'considered. 
In determining conaiatency Saybolt viscosity was not used because of the 
length of time required to make the tests nor could penetration be used beCl:tuse 
of the softness of the meterials. The Float Teat at l22°F. was therefore employed 
because it can be llllde quickly and is applicable over a wide range of consist-
encies. In order to use it in connection with the evaporation test, it was 
neceaeary to make a series of incomplete distillations on each of· th& · mterials, 
determinb the distillation loaaas, and then subject the residues to 'the float 
test. From thesG data th& .curves s·hown in Figuroa 2 and 5 we,re plotted, Thl;j'· 
.! ··. 
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method of making incomplete distillation tests and .the float test on the residues 
is given in the APPENDIX. 
Curinr, Curves: 
The evaporation and the consistency curves have a common ordinate consist-
ing of percentages of volatiles lost. For any given percentage of volatile loss, 
the evaporat:lon curve will give the tim6 interval necessary in the oven at con-
stant temper!:lture to secure this loss. For the ·same percentage of loss and the 
same materiul, thb 0onsistency curvo will give the correspondinB consiste1ncy, 
These two values of time and consistency, when plotted against each other, result 
in the curing curvAs shown in Figures 3 and 6. In obta inin,g V!:llues from the 
evaporation curves the calculated or formula results were used, 
For illustration in preparation of these curves, consider the calculated 
evaporation curves for sample No. 14, an RC cut-back. In Figure 1, for a 5'1i 
volatile loss; the t _ime Js two hours, and from F-igure 2 the float test time for 
the same volatil& loss is 27 seconds. From these values as ordintlt6s a point 
on tho curing curve w~s dotorminbd, In the same manner as m:iny points 88 urb 
necessary ore determined for th& construction of thb completo curve, Tho con-
8truct'on of such curve!'! f0r the RC 1:rnd MC cut-.:.bncks then will provide a common 
basis for the comparison of their curing characteristics. 
CURING INDEX 
It has been well esttlblished in the asphaltic concrete section of the Texas 
Highway Department laboratory thut this Sfote's "cold mixes", using RC-2, are 
satisfactorily cured when not morf; than 0,4 ·.per cent volatiles and/ or w6ter by 
'freight remain in the mix. Such a percent!:lge of volutiles corre,sponds to approxi-
mately 20 per cent of th6 total volatiles in the commonly used RC-2 cut-backs. 
Curvb~ such as those shown in Figure 2 were obtained o~·a numbbr of the RC-2's 
qormnonly used. From these it was found that the consistency of the RC-2 residues, 
at th& point wher& thE:1y contained 20 per cont of their orig_intll volatiles, nveraged 
around -120 Jeconds floot teat .;1t l22° F. It was thtm ussumed tlllit a flout ttist of 
120 StJconds at 122° F. could bb dosig11t:1 tod us thb "cured out" point for comp:1ring 
th& curing tim, of till RC 1:md MC cut-bt.cks. Tho time re,q_uired to reuch 120 
SeCOI?-rlS float tE:;St is dEJsigrut'.bd 't1S: 'the "Curing, Xndtix", 
t . . . 
As indicated, the "cured out" point has been investigated only for RC-2 
cut-backs but it furnishes a value which, when applied to all cut-backs, provides 
.a common basis for numerical comparison in curing time (Curing Index). When thio 
has been correlated with field behavior, it will indicate the proper cut-back for 
. use. 
The Curing Index for all of the materials used in this investigaUon are 
given in the following tabulation. The calculated evaporation curves were employ&d 
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in obtaining the Curing Indices and as a matter nf comJ;Brison the curing timo 
(to 120 seconds Float Test) employing the evaporation curves obtained by t&st 
are also includ&d. From a comparison of these values, it appears that the us6 
of the calculat6d evaporation curves is justifiable for practical purposes. 
CURING TNE OF CUT-BACKS 
(To 120 Seconds Float Test at 122<F.) 
Number 1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 10 
TypE:t RC-2 RC-2 RC-2 RC-2 RC;-2 RC-2 . . RC-2MA. RC-lM 
Rosul ts by 
Temt 9. 20 32 63 5.'3 P,7 90 52 
Results by 
Calculation 
(Curing Index) .10 15 30 60 51 73 116 46 
Number 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Type RC-2 RC-2 RC--lM RC-2 RC-3 MC-1 MC-2 MC-3 MC-5 
Results by 
Test 41 58 21 26 17 650 400 270 55 
Results by 
Calculation 
( Curing Innex) 37 52 19 25 14 602 390 327 58 
This· tabulation iA interesting because it brings out some of the reasons 
for this investigation. Asphalt No. 1 (RC-2) waA actually used on a construc-
tion project; the mix set up in the car and was vnry difficult to unload. The 
material approxiIJ1B.ting No. 3 (RC-2) gave acceptable results, while one of the 
fieln engineers complained that he had great difficulty in c:uring out the No. 4 
(RC-2). 
The tabulation shows very definitely that· if a reasonabl~ curing time is 
desired, none of the MC cut-backs investigated are satisfactory, except possibly 
the MC-5. 
It also is interesting to com]:8re the extremely wide range of the Curing 
Indices shown for the two types of cut-backs which vary from 10 for the fastest 
curing RC to 602 for the slowest MC. The range of 10 to 73 for the RC-2's is 
surprising when it is considered that all of them meet the same specifications. 
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Effect of Distillate Content: 
The MC-1, MC-2, MC-3, and MC~5 were all made with essentially the same 
grade of asphalt and the same kerosene as the distillate • . The only variation 
in them that might affect their curing time is the amount qf kerosene contained. 
Figure 7 shows the curve obtained when plotting the Curing · Indices against the 
total distillate removed at 680_° F. This figure shows the Curing- Ind.ex · decreases 
rapidly with decreasing distillate content and that the MC-5 has a Curing Index 
of only 55, or within the range for RC I!lBterials, 
Effect of Penetration of Residue: 
The effect of penetration of residue on curing time is well illustrated 
in the three samples of RC cut-back in Figure 3. · These samplos wer~·all made 
using the same cutter-stock, and if the same asphalt had been used for all of 
them, their curing curv6a would have "nested'' as . did those for· the MC 's in Figur6 
6, and the curing curve for aample No. 14 would ~v& fall~n between the other two. 
No. 14 was made w:1.th a softer asphalt which caus·ed its Curing Index to be greater 
than either. of the others, 
FLASH-OFF DURING MIXING 
The amount of volatiles in a cut-back asphalt is a measure of its conaist-
ency and the consistency at the completion of mixing is an indication of what 
may be expected of the "unloadability" when the mix reaches its deet_ination. 
Some of the volatiles are always lost during mixing and this increases . the con-
sistency wllich, if fncreaoed to too high a point, will cause the m.ix to "set up" 
in the car and be difficult to unload. On the other hand if the consistency is 
too low .upon comple.tion of the mixing, th1:1 asphaltic material. will dra.in from the 
stone • . Both of these concUtions should be avoide1d; therefore, pro!)E;lr consistency 
i:s a· compromise between the two. · The loss of volatiles upon the completion of 
mixing then has a definite bearing in the design of cut-back asphaltic concrete. 
During the operation of mixing a cut-back with aggregates, the rate of 
6vaporation of the volatiles io greatly accel~rated and a portion of the vola-
tiles will be lost or "flashed off" during tho mixing period. li,or this reason 
the curing of a mix in an oVbn in the civaporation test always b&gimi with a ~rt 
of th~ volatiles alr&ady loot during mixing, and wh~n th& &vaporation curve is 
constructed from the test data, it nevbr begins at O per c&nt volatiles evaporated 
but at some high&r point on the ordinate., its position peing deptmdc1nt upon tho 
volatility of tho cut-back. 
The mixing conditions in tho evaporation t&et were the same for all of the 
cut-backs tested and it is logical to expect their · evaporati·on curves to extrapo-
late back to a common point. Thie was found t ·o· be ,true ·- all of them extrapola-
ting back to about minus 1-1/2 hours, Pointe on the dotted curve in Figures 1 
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and 4 were all moveci to the right 1-1/2 hours to give a proper comparison with 
the solid curves, points for which wer~ determined by calculation. 
With . the shifting of the evaporation curve in order that zero volatile 
loss corresponds with zero time, the curves may be ·used to determine v0latile 
losses during mixing. A vertical line nrawn ·up from a time of 1-1/2 hours 
(which line may be called the "flash off ordinate") will intersect . the evapora-
tion curve oppositG the volatilo loss, or "flash off" during the mixing op&ra-
tion. In Figure 1 for instance, the ordinate through 1-1/2 hours will inter-
sect the ovaporation curve for sample No. 13 at 5.5 per cent volatiles ovaporated 
during mixing. This corrosponds with the actual loss determined from test. This 
~elation will hold true if the mixing conditions are thu sam& as in tho original 
test. If the mixing conditions are more severe duo to higher .mixing temperatu!'Ei 
ann/or increasing the mixing time th<:i "flash off ordinatEJ" will bi;; gruater than 
1-1/2 hours, its valuEi dbpending on th& sevE,r,ity of .the mixing· conditions. For 
constant mixing conditiona and thb sam~ mix design it shouln be cxp6cted .that 
this relation would hold for materials mixed at commercial premix plantfJ End this 
was found to be true. Iata from routine inspection reports from premix plants 
where mixing conditions were constant showed a satiofactory approximation to the 
results from curven. In data obtained from one plant, which included 30 tests 
and represented one month's operation, the "flash nff ordinate" averaged 3 hours, 
never falling below 2 hours, and exceeded 4 hours in only one test. These data 
involved mixes all uoing the same nesign except for slight variations in asphalt 
content. The .calculate;d curve was used in all cases in deitermining the "flaoh 
off ordinate'!.. 
The significan.ce of the "f,4lsh off ordinate" may be illustrated using 
the average of 3 hours. Reference. to Figure 3 shows the 3-hour ordinate to 
intersect the curing curve fo:r sample No. 14 at a float test value of 30 seconds; 
or, in other words, the "flash off point" for mixing is 30 seconds float test. 
If a railroad car of premix made at this plant is found to be difficult to 
·unload when it reaches its destination, due to the, mix "setting up" in the car, 
then with the same mix design even more difficulty could be expocted with any 
cut-back, the curing curve for which intersects the 3-hour ordinate at a float 
test value ~xc~ening 30 seconds, as long as the unloading temperature is about 
the same. Tln.us, the idea presento itself that with sufficient field data and 
correlation, involving several different unloading temperature ranges, limits 
for the consistency of the cut-back at its "flash off point" might be set up 
and those cut-backn causing trouble through setting up in the car eliminated by 
laboratory tests. 
CONTROL OF THE FLASH OFF POINT Al'JD THE CURING IND~ 
Rep;ardless of where the "flaoh off orninate" exic1ts at a certain plant 
unrler given mixing conditions, it is certain that the, "flaah off point" may b& 
: i " 
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reduced by lowc,ring the initial viscosity with the addition of naphtha so long 
as the Curing Index is not appreciably ·decreaned. By adding a naphtha which is 
slightly more volatile than that already existing in the cut-back, the "flash 
off· point" may be lowered without appreciably changing the Curing Index in either 
direction. The result is that the "unloadability" is improved without appreciable 
effect upon the curing time. 
This investigation was completed before the present Federal specifications 
went into effect. Under the new specifications, it was found that mixes from a 
certain pl.ant rnadA with the new RC-2 would set up in the car to a much greater 
extent than those made with the 'old RC-2. The addition of th(:j chea peat grade of 
gaeoltne to the new RC-2 r esulted in mixes that were easily unloaded. 
It is obvious that the addition of heavier cutter-stock will increase the 
Curing Index and at the same time lower the "flash off point". Addi tiona of 
heavier oils such as lubricating oils or heavier crudes will :l.ncrease the Curing 
Innex, but their effect on the initial viscosity and, conaeg_uently, the "flash 
off point" ie small com~red with that, obtained with the same amount of naphtha. 
It is not practical to attempt to reduce the Curi!lfs Index by an additive, 
' however, it may be controlle l at will in manufacture by the selection of the 
p:roper naphtha or by blendJ.ng of stock naphthas of respectively low and h:!.gh 
volatility. For a given Curing Ind~x, the "flash off point" is ldrgely a func-
tion of the initial viscosity of the cut-back, and therefore my be controlled · 
by the amount and kind of naphtha ust:id in its manufa ct,ure. 
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APPENDIX 
EVAPORATION TEST 
Two hundred. grams of a.n aggrega.te meeting the following grad.ing require -
ments were placed. in a.n 8-oz. tin ointment can: 
Pass1!!6 Retained. Per· Cent 
1/211 3/8" 14.10 
3/8" 1/4" 15.90 
1/4" 10 30.00 
10 20 15.36 
20 30 4.12 
30 40 3.40 
40 50 4.16 
50 60 1.92 
60 80 2.48 
80 100 0.68 
100 200 1.92 
200 5.96 
Total - 100,00 
A mixing spatula. was la id. across the can and. the whole a.saembly weighed on a 
bale.nee with an accuracy of 0.01 gram, The assembly then wa.a pla.ced. in an oven 
a.nd. hea.ted to a. mixing temperature of 1400 F. Twelve and. eight-tenths (12. 8) 
grams (or a.a nea.r to aa possible) of cut-ba.ck a.aphalt were add.ad. from a glass 
stoppered. weighing bottle, the weight of the bottle and contained. cut-back 
asphalt having been pre\l ioualy obtained, The mix wae stirr:ed for 5 minutes, 
compressed. with the spatula, weighed. quickly a.nd. the assembly placed. in the 
oven innnediately. The gla.sa stoppered. bottle from which the cut-back wa.s taken 
wa.s then weighed on the balance. The d.ifference between this weight and. the 
original weight gave the weight of the cut-back a.ctua.lly used. in the mix. Thia 
weight a.d.d.ed. to the assembly weight of ca.n, aggregate and. spatula gave the 
weight without any volatile lose. The d.ifference between this -weight and. the 
weight after mixing gave the weight of the volatiles lost during mixing which 
bas been designated. as the "flash off". 
The assembly was removed. from the oven a.t . definite time intervals, weighed. 
as quickly a.a possible and returned. to the oven. The vela.tile loss by weight 
wa.s determined. and. recorded for the correapond.ing time. With these da.ta and. that 
shown in Table 1, points for the evaporation curve were determined. from the 
following formula: 
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in which 
lOO(Lt,)Vc 
W(lOO-A) = Lvt 
Lt = weight loss in volatiles for timo t (test) 
W = weight of cut-back asphalt (a.ctual) 
A : 'fo asphalt by weight in cut-back (Table 1) 
V0 = <fa vole.tiles by volume in cut-back a.t 680° F, (Table 1) 
Lvt= % loss by volume in cut-ba.clc (po int on curve) 
The Standard. A .s .T .M. D-6 asphalt heat loss oven was employed. in ma.king 
the tests, the samples being allowed. to rotate on the tum-table in the usual 
manner. 
Test for Cut-Ba.ck Consistency at yarioua Volatile Contents 
The data represented. by the curves shown in Figures 2 and. 5 were obtainod 
as follows: 
Ea.ch cut-ba.ck was put on to distill in the usual routine manner for the 
A.S.T.M. D 402 test. Instead. of d.istilling it completely, however, the fire was 
cut off when only par·t of the d.istillate was over·, the flask was allowed to cool, 
the exact per cent by volume which had. d.istilled. over was record.ad. a.nd the float 
test at 1220 F. was determined. on the residue. Thie prooedure was repeated. several 
times, ea.ch time allowing a little more of the d.iatilla.te to come over before the 
fire was cut off. 'l'hue, a. set of values was obtained. for each cut-back from which 
the consistency curves were made. 
DERIVATION OF THE CUT-BACK EVAPORATION FORMUIA 
By use of the origiruil Maxwoll Stefan equationl for evaporation 
George s. Gardner2 developed. the following equation for the 11rate of eva.pora-
t ion at a. definite po int on a liquid. surface. " 
in which 
E - evaporation rate, grama/hr./aq, cm. 
k - the group -=></RTPX, 
:;,< = proportionality constant 
R - gas constant, 82.07 cc/atm 
- - (1) 
T - absolute temperature, d.egreea Kolv in 
P - total pressure, atmospheres 
X - distance in d.irect ion of d.iffua ion through 
stagnant film, cm. 
D1 = d.iffus ion coefficient und.er one atmosphere pr·essux•s 
M = molecular weight of evaporating liquid. 
P'AF vapor pressure of evaporating liquid., mm./mercury 
Gardner d.erived. this equation with the object of developing a constant 
which would. "serve as a reliable expl'easion of tho relative eva.poration rates 
of liquids und.er identical cond.itions, and. which would be simple enough to be 
of practical value in industry." He proposed. tha term D1MpAl as the rrEvapo-
rative Ind.ex" to be applied. to pure liquids, 
In the application of the equation for this investigation it wa.s assumed. 
that if mathematical precision be neglected. to tho extent that variations with-
in a narrow range could. be treatod. as constant quantittes, a method. might be 
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evolved., baaed. on Gardner' a equation by which the evaporation curve for aapha.1-
tic cut-back obtained. by the evaporation teat could. be a.pproxtma.ted. with accept-
able a.ccura.cy. The derivation of this equation is aa follows: 
The eva.pora.tton ra.te in Gardner' a equation is expressed. in gra.ma per hour 
per square cm. For use in this investigation, it is d.eairable to express the 
rate as percentage by volume of total sample per hour. For convenience, vapor 
pressure ha.a been taken from Cox's chart in pounds per square inch while 
Gardner' a equation expresses it a.a mm. o:£ mercury. In order to convert the 
equation to get the evapor'8.tion ra.te in per cent by volume of total sample per 
bour, with vapor pressure in pounds per square inch so that Cox's chart may be 
used., it is necessary to introduce the following fa.ctora: specific gravity of 
the sample; specific gra.vity of the evaporating liquid.; a. factor converting mm. 
of mercury to pounds per square inch; the surface area. of the area. exposed. to 
evaporation; and the weight of the sample. With these factors introduced the 
equation becomes: 
in which 
E% - 100 G0 kAD1 (Mp) _______ - _ - _ - - - (2) 
G1 f W 
E% = evaporation rate, per cent by volume of 
total sample per hour 
G0 = specific gravity of sample 
G1 = specific gravity of the evaporating 
liquid. (specific gra.v ity of the distillate 
portion of a cut-back) 
A : aurfa.ce area exposed. to evaporation, sq. in. 
k, D1 and. M : same a.a in equation (1) 
P : vapor pressure in lbs. sq. in. 
f = factor converting mm. of mercury to lbs./sq. in. 
W - initial weight of sample 
Und.er identical experimental cond:itiona involving the evapora.tion of 
light hydrocarbons, the group 100 G0 kAD1/G1 f W will retain constant except 
for G0 /G1 and. D1 whose variations a.re extremely small in comparison to Mp. 
this group has therefore been d.ea igna.ted. a.a k' and. the equation then becomes: 
= k'Mp. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (3) 
E% is equal to the evaporation loss at stated. intervals of time and there-
fore TIJEJ,y be written aa6%/ 6t. Tho equation then will read 
ill= k'Mp - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - (4) L~t 
· The results of the routine cut-ha.ck d.lst1llation teat (A.S.T.M. D-402) 
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rnay be reported. in percentages by volume at the following temperatures Fa,hren-
he it, 320°, 347°, 374°, 437°, 500° and. 6800. If each fraction (°/o by volume 
d.istilling off between any two successive temperatures) is conaid.ered. as a 
separate liquid. with average vapor pressure p and. average molecular weight 
~, then equation (4) rnay be applied. to any f~a.ction, and. (6.t)x will be the 
time required. for the fraction {A%)x to evaporate, or 
~-..  t) X : 1 ~ % )X - - - - - - - ( 5) 
k'MxPx 
The time required. for any d.eeignated. per cent of the volatiles to be lost 
will therefore be equal to the sum of the time required. for ea.ch success1ve 
fraction. Designating the tota.l time aa T a.nd. d.enoting the reciprocal of k' 
aa K, the equation 'IDEJY be -written: 
K~.~°/o)y - - (6) 
My Py 
In which the subscripts 1, 2 1 3, refer to d.iatillation fractions and. 
subscript y refers to the last d.istillation fraction cone idered. in the calcu-
lation. 
A;pflication 21 the Cut-Ba.ck Evaporation Formula.: 
The a.ver·age molecular weight of the d.istillate coming over between each 
specified. temperature in the routine cut-back d.istillation was determined. aa 
follows: The A.S.T.M. D-402 d.istilla.tion wa.a rnad.e on a number of cut-backs, 
after which the Engler diatilla.tton was ma.de on the d.iatillate from ea.ch. :By 
plotting the results of the two d.istilla.tions for each cut-back on one sheet, 
the Fngler boiling points correspond.ing to the A.S.T.M. D-402 boiling points 
(:520° F., 347° F., etc.) were determined. in ea.ch case and. the average found. 
for all cut-backs. From a. curve of molecular weight vs. Engler Boiling Points3 
it was possible to assign molecular weights to the A.S.T.M. D-402 boiling points 
and. from those data to calculate the average molecular weights for each fraction. 
Molecular weights obtained in this manner are not absolutely accurate when applied 
generally, but have proven to be sufficiently accurate to be applied. practically 
in equation (6). 
By a cross plotting of the Cox's char·t 4 , a curve for any given temperature 
rnay be constructed. with Boiling Point in degrees F. as the abscissa and vapor 
pressure in pounds per square inch as the ord.inate. From such a curve, with 
140° F. as the temperature the average vapor· pressur'e for· each fraction was 
determined .. 
Correla.tive calculations between the evaporation cur·ves from tests and. 
calculated. curves gave K = 10. 
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Values of 10/Mp for each boiling point fraction were calculated and. 
are tabulated. in Table 3. 
Sample Calculations for Cur·ing Ind.ex and Evaporation Curve 
(1) 
Distillation 
(ASTM l) 402) 
Boiling 
Io int 
0}!'. 
308 
320 
347 
374 
437 
500 
600 
680 
"Cured.-out" 
<fo Off 
by Vol. 
IBP 
.75 
2.0 
6.0 
13.5 
17.3 
19.3 
21.0 
Point 16.8 
"Cured.-out' 
Temp. 
Sample No. 14 
(2) (3) 
6 r/o 10/~ 
.75 
1. 25 
4.00 
7.50 
3.3 
.25 
.30 
.51 
1.30 
3.97 
(4) 
6T 
.19 
.38 
2.04 
9. 75 
13.10 
*25.46 
*Cur·ing Ind.ex = 25, to near·est whole number. 
?teps in Calculation: 
(5) 
T 
.19 
. 57 
2.61 
12.36 
25.46 
(1) Record. the complete d.istilla.tion for the cut-back aa shown in 
Colwr.n (1). 
(2) Determine the cured.-out point from the consistency curve, Figure 
2, (in this case, 16.8%) and. record. in Column (1). 
(3) Calculate, by extrapolation, the "cured.-out" temperatur·e or the 
temperature at which 16.8% bas d.iatilled. over. Inspection of the d.iatilla-
tion shows that 16.8<%, is over somewhere between 437 and. 500 degrees. 
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% at xo = 
% 11 437° -
Difference 
% at 500 -
"fo " 437 : 
Diff. 530 
16 .8 
13.5 
3.3'fo 
17.3 
13.5 
3. 8<{o 
(Cont ' d.. on Sheet #6) 
5 
x0 = 3.3 (63) +437 - 491.7 or 490 to the nearest 10° F. 
3.8 
Record. this value as the cured.-out temperatur·e. 
(4) Record the difference between sucessive cuts of the distillation in 
Colunm (2). Record each one up to and. includ.tng the one from 437 to 490° F. 
(5) From Tablo 3 obtain the value of 10/Mp for the boiling point interval 
or cut r epr·esented. by ea.ch .6.%. 
InitiEJ l Boiling Point - 308° F. or 3100 F, to the nearest 10°. 
From Table 3 1 10/Mp for· the initial cut is .25 (boiling point 
interval from 310 to 320° F.) 
10/Mp for intermediate cuts are .30, .51 and. 1.30 for boiline 
point intervals 320° - 347°, 347° - 3740 and. 374° 437°, 
respectively. 
10/Mp for the final cut is . 3. 97 (boiling point interval 437° - 490°F.) 
(6) Obtain the products of the values in Columns (2) and. (3) and. record. 
in Column (4). The sum of these values is the "Curing Index." 
If the complete evaporation cur·ve is to be plotted., the progr·essive sums 
of the values in Colunm (4) are recorded. in Column (5). The values in Column (1) 
are then plotted. against the values in Column (5). 
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.Dfilil...! 
UALYUS 01' OUf-BACIS 
WllBJ:R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 
TYPJ: R0-2 R0-2 R0-2 R0-2 RC-2 R0-2 R0:214 RC-1¥ R0-2 
1, 13 14 15 16 17 lS 19 
RC!=2 •RC-1 RC-2 •RC:3 IC-1 XC-2 Ml-3 •KC-5 
Flaah 0 r. 0 
rur. Vise. at 77o!.• 
I 12201·. 
I 14o J'. 
• ll!0°F. 
Pen. of Ree., 77°F. 
Duot, of Rea.,77°1'. 
Sol, of Rea. <i> 
Aaph, Rea. by Wt.(i) 
Sp. Gr., 77°F. 
Diat. by Vol. 
<i of Cut-back) 
I.B.P. 
Off at )20°F. 
I I )470f, 
374°F. 
85 
265 
147 
110+ 
100,C 
82.6 
.94o 
95 
267 
145 
110+ 
100.0 
81,7 
.945 
95 
251 
145 
110+ 
100. 0 
Sl,O 
.94:, 
105 
248 
150 
110+ 
100.c 
79.8 
.944 
95 
2:,3 
144 
110+ 
99.99 
79.c 
.951 
130 
225 
14o 
104 
99,73 
Sl,8 
.969 
1:,5 
292 
150 
110+ 
99,95 
81.e 
.945 
80 
129 
83 
115+ 
99,90 
73,0 
.9:,7 
95 
261 
135 
115+ 
99,92 
76.3 
.940 
120 
225 
139 
110+ 
99,69 
78.:, 
,935 
100 
125 
80 
110:. 
99,89 
78,4 
.96o 
110 
246 
124 
110+ 
99.92 
s:,.2 
.964 
115 
302 
92 
110+ 
99,93 116.c 
,979 
(~ of ci of 
160 
1:,2 
142 
110+ 
99,96 
65.:, 
.939 
.JUll • ) .ill! . ) 
230 2:,6 300 376 300 320 350 280 330 374 300 :,08 320 422 
8,5 5.0 1.5 O 0,5 0 O 2,0 cc,- O 1.0 4 o. 75 o.c 
11.0 9.0 4.o o 1.5 0.5 o 5.0 1.0 o 5.0 19 2.0 1.4 8 
1:,.0 11.5 8.c o 6.5 2.5 1.5 12.0 5.0 o 10.5 4o 6.o 4,o 22 o.o 
185 
218 
118 
110+ 
99.95 
82,2 
,974 
456 
185 
4:,S 
118 
110+ 
99,92 
85.4 
.981 
468 476 
190 
355 
139 
llOt 
99,97 
93.c 
1.00 
<i of 
Mn,) 
• • 4370F. 
• 5ooor. 
600°F. 
17,5 17,0 15.0 13.0 14,5 11.C 11,5 21.5 15,5 14,5 18,5 70 1:,.5 l0.5 58 1,5 0,0 0,0 0.0 
20.c 20.0 19.0 19.0 20.0 16.5 16.c 25.5 21.5 22.c 22.0 83 17.3 14,2 78 20,5 5,5 3.0 1.0 11 
22.0 22.0 22.c 2:,.5 23.5 20.0 21.0 30.c 26.5 25.5 25.0 94 19.:, 17.0 93 35.0 17.c 13.0 5.0 55 
I 680°F. 23,Q g3._Q ____ g3...5 _. __ gs,o 26.0 22.1: 23,0 33,0 29.0 21.0 2Ll 100 21.0 18,2 100 II<>. 5 22.0 18.0 9.0 _ lQQ 
•Kade\ll'lder-Aaphalt Inatitute Spec1fioationa. All othera made under Standard Texas State Highway Department SpeoTficatfone. See Table 2. 
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CU'l'-B4CK SPECIFICATIOBS 
•• Texas Highway Department Standard Specification• Aaphalt llltlt1"1te 8peoifioation• 
Grads RC-lit RC-2 RC-21fA KC-1 lfC-2 lfC-3 Grade 
Lim1t1 lfin-.lillu lfin-.llax lfin-lf&x lfin-.llax lfin-.lfax lfin-.lfax Fla ah oy. 
Flash 0 ,. 80 80 80 80 150 150 Viao. ( J'urol) 
VilO, (J'urol)60 oc 100-160 200-275 200-275 110-150 150-250 300-aOO 
· (122°r) (122°F) (122°F) (77°r) (14o°F) (14o F) Diatillation (~ by Voluae 
Distillation of Total Distillate) 
(~ by Vol, of Cut-bade) To 3740,. 
Off at 437°1'. <i) 12 10 9-12 10 2 2 • 437°r. 
I I 600°J' • 25 25 10-20 8-20 I 5000J' • 
1 o80°J' • 4o )0 )0 50 27 25 1 600°F. 
RC-1 
cit~r,> 
10+ 
50+ 
70+ 
88+ 
• 600 . tg 680°r. 5 5 RHidue from Diat11lat1on to 680°r. 
Pen. Rea., 77 F. 70-100 120-150 150-200 125-200 100-200 100-200 Voluae per cent by Difference 6o+ 
RC-3 go. 
250-i:-.oo (14o0r) 
25+ 
55+ 
83+ 
73+ 
110-5 
~5to (180oY) 
0 
20-
20-75 
82+ 
Ductility, 77°r. 100 100 100 100 100 100 Teata on Reaidue from Diatillation 
Sol. 0014 <i> 99,5 99,5 99,5 99,5 99,5 99.5 Pen. 77°1'., 100 g., 5 Sec. 80-120 80-120 120-3.00 
The -terial ahall Ductility 77°r.••• 100+ 100+ 100+ 
not be craokedL___ _ Sol., COllJ. (~) 99,5:t 99.~t 99,'it 
••In uae prior to time Federal regulation• were 1aaued lim1t1n·g·-------~ •••wota. - If penetration of reaidue 1• more than 20C)ancf1ta-d.11ci'ffit7 
apeoifioationa and type• of aaphalt to be manufactured. at 77or. 11 l••• than 100, the material will be acceptable if 
it• ductility at 6oOJ', ia 100+, 
J'ABIE 3 
Values of (10 Mp) for Given Cut-back Boiling Point Intervals 
Boiling Point Boiling Point 
Inter·vals (10/l:fl?) Intervals (10/l:fl?) 
oF. oF. 
Initial Cuts Intermed.ia te Cuts 
200 - 320 .05 320 - 347 .30 
210 - 320 ,08 347 - 374 .51 
220 - 320 .09 374 - 437 1.30 
230 - 320 .10 437 - 500 4.46 
240 - 320 .11 500 - 600 26.00 
250 - 320 .13 
260 - 320 .14 Final Cuts 
270 - 320 .16 
280 - 320 .18 437 - 450 2.90 
290 
- 320 .20 437 - 460 3.25 
300 - 320 .23 437 - 470 3,39 
.310 - 320 • 25' 437 - 480 3.57 
320 - 347 .30 437 - 490 3.97 
330 - 347 .34 437 - 500 4.46 
340 - 347 .36 500 - 510 11.10 
350 - 374 • 52 500 - 520 12.20 
360 - 374 .58 500 - 530 13.30 
380 - 437 1.45 500 - 540 13~80 
390 
- 437 1.63 500 - 550 15.60 
400 .. 437 1.81 500 - 560 17.20 
410 437 1.95 500 570 19.40 
420 - 437 2.16 500 - 580 21. 70 
430 - 437 2.35 500 - 590 24.10 
440 - 500 5.10 500 - 600 26.00 
450 - 500 5,70 GOO - 610 91.00 
460 - 500 6.50 600 - 620 106.00 
470 - 500 7.15 
480 - 500 7,95 
490 - 500 8,90 
p = Vapor Presau:ce read. from Cox Chart 
M =Estimated. average molecular weight of hydrocarbons 
d.estilling off between g iven cut-back boiling 
points. 
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